SINGLE VINEYARD
Australian Family Owned Since 1858

l u na t i q  shira z 2 0 1 4

Vintage Conditions A typical warm dry summer leading into a cool harvest period. Good
leaf to ripen the 2.5 tonne per acre, harvest started on the 14th March
and ending on the 26th March.
Winemaker’s Notes The two original blocks, planted in 1994 and 1995 from the same
local vine material, are the source of Lunatiq as they have the
most concentrated
fruit characters. The
grapes were picked
then transported to
the Hunter Valley for
vinification. For the first
time using 20% whole
fruit in the ferment for
that extra layer of complexity. Fermented in small 3–4 tonne open
vats and matured in 25% new, high quality, tight grain French oak
barriques. Finished ferment in-barrel to enhance wood integration.

“...one of Australia’s
unique and exciting
red wine regions”

Tasting Notes

A classy and polished wine, coming from our very best parcel of
Heathcote Shiraz each year – always from the two original blocks.
The nose is very exotic with dark fruit, spice, and also hints of dark
chocolate. The palate is all about precision, with the powerful fruit
characters still very much tightly coiled, and the oak sitting in the
background, not dominating. A powerful wine that shows great poise
and which will age gracefully over many years.
Date Picked  14 March 2014  |  Date Bottled  17 June 2016
Alc  14.5%  |  pH  3.49  |  TA  7.10 g/L

THE STORY OF THE SINGLE VINEYARD RANGE
The same soil, same rainfall and same temperatures of a single vineyard produce a
consistency of flavour throughout the wine. Our Single Vineyard wines are only made
in years when nature contrives to produce fruit of such outstanding quality that our
winemakers will set parcels aside to be separately bottled.
Heathcote is one of Australia’s unique and exciting red wine areas. Its unique topography
provides the combination of climate and ancient soils to produce Shiraz that are fully
ripe with white pepper character, excellent acidity and fine grained tannins.

